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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is concerned with the delay partial difference equation 
A(x + 1, y) + A(x, y + 1) - A(x, y) + pA(x - or, y - r) = O, 
where p is a real number, a and r are nonnegative r al numbers. Sufficient and necessary conditions 
for all continuous olutions of this equation to be oscillatory are obtained. Explicit condition for 
oscillation in terms of p, a, and r is also given. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Partial difference equations have been posed from various practical problems and numerical.anal- 
ysis of partial differential equations [1,2]. 
Recently, the oscillatory behavior of solutions of the partial difference quation 
# 
Am+l,n + Am,n+l - PAm,n + E q iAm-k,n-t~ = 0, 
i=1 
where P, qi are real numbers, ki and li E No, i = 1,2,. . . ,u,  Nt = {t,t  + 1,... },u is a positive 
integer, has been investigated in [3-6]. 
In this paper, we consider the partial difference equation with continuous variables of the form 
A(x + 1, y) + A(x, y + i) - A(x, y) + pA(x - a, y - r) = O, (I.I) 
where p E R, a, r E R+ = [0, oo). 
The basic material about equation (1.1) can be seen from [2]. By a solution of equation (1.1) we 
mean a continuous function A E C([ -a ,  oo) x [-r ,  oo), R), which satisfies (1.1) for all x > 1, y > 1. 
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Let f~ = [-a, +oo) x [-r ,  +oo) \ [1, +o0) x [1, +00). Given an initial function ¢(x, y) E C(~, R), 
by the method of steps, one can see that equation (1.1) has a unique solution on [1, co) x [1,00) 
which satisfies the initial condition on ~2. 
A solution A(x, y) of equation (1.1) is said to be eventually positive if A(x, y) > 0 while x and y 
are sufficiently large. It is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually 
negative. 
A solution A(x, y) of equation (1.1) is said to be proper, if there are positive constants M, h, 
and k such that 
[A(x, y)[ < Me hz+ky, for all sufficiently large x and y. 
It is not difficult to prove that if the initial function ¢(x, y) satisfies I¢(x, y)] < Me hlx+klv, hi, kl 
are positive constants, then the corresponding solution of (1.1) is proper. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a sufficient and necessary condition for all proper solutions 
of equation (1.1) to be oscillatory. Our results generalize the results in [5,7]. 
2. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
To prove our main result we need several preparatory results about two-dimensional Laplace 
transform. 
Let A(x, y) be a real or complex valued function of two real variables, defined on the region 
D = (0 < x < o¢, 0 _< y < co) and integrable on Da,b = (0 _< x _< a, 0 < y < b). 
Consider the expression 
/0°/0 F(s, q; a, b) = e-SZ-qYA(x, y) dx dy, (2.1) 
where s, q are complex parameters determining a point (s, q) in the plane of two dimensions. 
Let S be the class of all functions A(x, y) such that the following conditions are satisfied for at 
least one point (s, q). 
(i) The integral (2.1) is bounded at the point (s, q) with respect o the variables a and b; i.e., 
IF(s,q;a,b)l < M(s,q) 
for all a _> 0, b _> 0, where M(s, q) is a positive constant independent of a and b. 
(ii) At the point (s, q), lima,b-~o¢ F(s, q; a, b) = F(s, q) exists. 
We denote this limit by 
/ / / /  F(s, q) = Ls,q{A(x, y)} = e-sX-qUA(x, y) dx dy. (2.2) 
The integral (2.2) is called the two-dimensional Laplace transform (or integral) of the func- 
tion A(x, y). If Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied simultaneously, we will say that the inte- 
gral (2.2) converges boundedly in at least one point ( s, q). Thus, the class S consists of functions 
for which the integral (2.2) converges boundedly for at least one point is, q). 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [8,9].) Assume there exist positive constants M,h,k such that [A(x,y)[ < 
Me hx+k~, for all x >_ O, y > O. Then the Laplace transform of { A(x, y)} exists at all points ( s, q), 
for which Re s > h, Re q > k. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
Consider equation (1.1) together with its characteristic equation 
A4-#- I+pA-~# -r  =0.  (3.1) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Every proper solution A(x, y) of (1.1) is oscillatory if and only if the characteristic 
equation (3.1) has no positive roots. 
PROOF. 
NECESSITY. Otherwise, let (A0,/~0) be a positive root of (3.1). Then it is easy to find that A(x, y) 
with A(x,y)  x v = A0# 0 is a proper positive solution of (1.1), a contradiction. 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume that (3.1) has no positive roots. Let 
(1)(A, #) -- A -b # - 1 + pA-a# -r. 
We will show via Laplace transform of both sides of (1.1), that every proper solution of (1.1) 
oscillates, if ¢(A, #) has no positive roots. 
Let A(x,y)  be a proper positive solution of (1.1). So by Lemma 2.1, for Res > h, Req > k, 
the Laplace transform of A(x, y) 
F(s, q) = Ls,q(A(x, y)} = e-SX-qUA(x, y) dx dy (3.2) 
exists. We will show that the characteristic equation (3.1) must have a positive root. Suppose 
A(x, y) is such a solution and that ¢(A,/~) # 0, for all A > 0, # > 0. We can assume by a 
translation that A(x, y) is defined and positive for x > -a ,  y > -T.  If the abscissa of convergence 
of F(s,  q) is (so, q0), then for s > So, q > q0, by taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (1.1), 
we obtain 
f(s, q)F(s, q) = W(s, q), (3.3) 
where 
f ( s ,q )=eS-beq - 1-bpe-S~-q r, 
/5/01 W(s, q) = e 8 e-SX-qU¢(x, y) dx dy -b e q e-SX-qU¢(x, y) dy dx -b ¢(s, q), 
and 
[/Sf ¢(s, q) = -pe -Sa-qr e-S~-qV ¢(x, y) dx dy 
T 
/5; ; ;  ] + a e-SX-qY¢(x' y) dy dx + ~ ~ e-SX-q~¢(x, y) dx dy . 
Since F(s, q) is the Laplace transform of a positive function, if so > -oo,  q0 > -oo,  in the 
sense of analytic continuation, F(s,q) must have a singularity at point (so, q0). (See [8; 9, 
Theorem II.5 b].) But W(s, q) is an entire function of (s, q) on the two-dimensional p ane, and 
because f(s,  q) = •(e 8, eq), so f(s,  q) ¢ 0 for all real s, q. Equation (3.3) shows that F(s, q) can 
be analytically continued to a neighborhood of any real (s, q). Thus, we must have so = -oo,  
q0 = -oo,  and (3.3) holds for all real (s,q). Now lims,q-~+oo f(s,q) = -boo, so f(s,q) > 0, for 
all (s, q). f (s,  q) is dominated by pe -s~-q~ as s --* -oo, q --, -oo, so we must have p > 0. On 
the other hand, W(s, q) is dominated by ~b, as s --* -oo,  q --* -oo.  Since p > 0, e -8~-qr > O, 
¢(x, y) > 0, so we conclude that W(s, q) is negative as s, q --* -oo.  But F(s, q) > O. It is a 
contradiction. This contradiction proves Theorem 3.1. 
From Theorem 3.1 we can derive an explicit condition for every proper solution of (1.1) to be 
oscillatory. 
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THEOREM 3 .2 .  Assume that p >_ O. Then every proper solution of (1.1) oscillates if and only if 
(a + r + 1) a+r+l 
p aaT r > 1. (3.4) 
PROOF. 
NECESSITY. To prove the necessity of this theorem,we need to prove that if (3.4) does not hold, 
then equation (1.1) has a positive solution. In fact, consider the characteristic equation 
¢(A, #) = A + tt - 1 + pA-a# - r  = O. 
Obviously, ~((a + 1)/(a + r + 1), ( r / (a  + r + 1)) > 0 and 
(I)( aa+T+i ,G+r+i  r ) = a+T+i l  ( + (a+r+l )a+r+:~_ l  p aar r ) <0.  
Since (I)(A,~) is continuous, there exist A0 E [a/(a + r + 1), (a + 1)/(a + r + 1)) and #0 = 
r / (a  + r + 1), such that ¢(A0, #0) = 0. Then by Theorem 3.1, equation (1.1) has a positive 
solution. 
SUFFICIENCY. The sufficient condition is a special case of Theorem 3.4, so the method of its 
proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.4. The proof is completed. 
It is obvious that the above results can be extended to the partial difference quations with 
several delays of the form 
A(x + 1, y) + A(x, y + 1) - pA(x, y) + Z piA(x - ai, y - ri) = 0, (3.5) 
5=1 
where ai, ri E (0,, +oo), p > O, Pi > 0, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Its characteristic equation is 
n 
¢(A, , )  = A +, -p+ -"  =0.  (3.6) 
i=1 
We have the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Every solution A(x, y) of (3.5) is oscillatory ff and only f l i ts characteristic equa- 
tion (3.6) has no positive roots. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that p > 0, Pi > O, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, then every solution of equa- 
tion (3.5) oscillates ff 
n 
Z Pi CO'/ -F Ti -{- 1) a i+Ti+l  
i=1  6r~.iT:ipai+ri+l > 1. (3.7) 
PROOF. If (3.7) holds, we are going to prove that the characteristic equation (3.6) has no positive 
roots. 
Clearly, (3.6) has no positive roots for A + # > p. For A + tt < p, we write ¢(A, #) in the form 
• (A , . I=(p -A - . )  -1+,=i  
Set 
f (A ,~)= p - -A - -#"  
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It is easy to show that f(X,/~) reaches its minimum value at A0 = pa,/(ai  + ri + 1), 
pri/(a~ + ri + 1), i.e., 
rain f()~, #) = (o'i + ri + 1) a '÷r '÷ l  
0<x+tJ<p o "a~ "r.~ip a,+r,+ l
Hence, for 0 < A + # < p, we have 
120 = 
n (ai + Ti + 1) a'+r~+l 
_> (p-  - .1  -1 + p' ] > 0, 
which implies that (3.6) has no positive real roots. By Theorem 3.3, the result follows. 
REMARK. Results in this paper include results in [5] as a special case. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the partial difference quation 
A(x + 1, y) + A(x, y + 1) - A(x, y) + A(x - 2, y - 4) = O, (3.8) 
i ts character ist ic  equat ion is 
~- t - / / - -1+~-2p -4 - -0 .  (3.9) 
Obviously equation (3.9) has no positive roots. By Theorem 3.1, every proper solution of (3.8) 
is oscillatory. It is easy to find that 
A(x, y) = cl sin 7rx + c2 sin Try, A(x, y) = c3 sin 7rx + C 4 COS 71"y, 
A(x, y) = c5 cos nx + c6 cos Try, 
are proper solutions of (3.8), where c,, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  6 are arbitrary constants. Clearly, they are 
oscillatory. 
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